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Lisa is a direct channel Intuitive medium who brings her revolutionary brand
of unapologetic truth to the stage. Her spiritual purpose is to help unf**k and
transcend the consciousness of humanity to a new paradigm of unity. Lisa is
the grateful founder of Tapping Into It, Inc., an empowerment and
transformation company. For over two decades she has delivered in-depth
intuitive consultations and coaching to business leaders and individuals
seeking higher levels of accomplishment, clarity and growth in all aspects of
their lives. 

How Doubt Can Break You and Lisa's 5-D System Can Heal You - It will crush your every hope and dream, but it does
not have to. How incredible would it feel to have more power over your doubt than it has over you. Learn how to
take stock of yourself, become action driven and bust through your doubt with her 5D system. 

LISA'S MOST POPULAR MEDIA TOPICS

LISA LAJOIE

Hello@TappingIntoIt.com

PRAISE

http://bit.ly/LisaLaJoie 

LaJoie is the creator and host of Unstoppable Consciousness, an inspirational radio show/podcast showcasing evolutionary
leaders from all over the world who have taken themselves from feeling unworthy and out of place to confidently stepping
into co-creating the life of their dreams. The show highlights the impact they make in the world with their powerful
purpose and how they monetize their magnificence daily.

The Intuitive For Business Owners,
Metaphysical Healer + Teacher.

"The encouragement and wisdom she has shared with me over the years
has given me wings and courage to travel further than I thought
possible." - Yasmin Fudakowska, Yasmin Yoga

She is a spitfire speaker who tells it like it is and those who have seen her work from the stage can attest to the life
changing intuitive insights she gives. Lisa brings a profound dynamic activating higher levels of consciousness, deeper
spiritual healing and clarity to her audience. She revels in helping the masses awaken to their own gifts and launch their
light into the world.

In addition, Lisa offers groundbreaking Quantum courses and workshops and hosts international enlightening retre
ats that are geared towards personal elevation, manifesting dreams, creating business vision and living a spiritual lifes
tyle. Lisa believes once people discover their true soul's calling, they will wake up every morning filled with gratitude and d
rive because they are thriving, prosperous, and doing what they love.

 

How to Make Leading Edge Decisions and Build a Profitable Business - Accessing and using  your Intuition puts you
in a position of leadership which allows you to create the success you want, make leading edge decisions, avoid
overwhelm and overcome adversity. Understand and learn to use your own intuition as a tool and powerful guide to
build a profitable business and lead you down the road of abundance. 

The Powerful Technique that will Take you from Mediocre to Masterful Manifesting – Take charge of your life,
handle your emotions, open up your manifestational potential, release stress and overwhelm, heal inner wounds
and shift limiting beliefs.  The Tapping Technique is a tool that will take you from mediocre to masterful. These
modern methods to skyrocket your life’s happiness are key to a successful and abundant life.

What Powerful Message Does Your Soul Have For You? There is so much more inside you that is just waiting to
burst through and turn you into the Divine warrior you truly are. Your Soul has a purpose and it chose you to live it
out with. Learn how to realign with your Soul and ignite a life of happiness and fulfillment.

"From the clarity that has come from Lisa'̀s readings I have been able to
move forward in my business with confidence and clarity knowing
EXACTLY what to focus my attention and energy on." 
- Vanessa Simpkins, Founder, Take Your Power Back Now


